INNOVATIONS 2019

VIENNA SMART ORCHESTRA

VIENNA SPECIAL EDITIONS

In the studio, live on stage, on the road. This symphonic powerhouse lets you play all
the sections and lead instruments of the orchestra at once, spread out over the entire
keyboard. Comes with the free Vienna Synchron Player.

The entire orchestra at entry-level prices! With a total of 97 instruments and ensembles
you’re well equipped for a variety of musical styles, from pop and rock arrangements
to large-scale orchestrations for film and TV, including choir. All products include the
free Vienna Instruments player as well as the Vienna Ensemble mixing host.

VIENNA SMART SPHERES
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A shimmering and impressive collection of sounds that will be useful in any musical
environment, from film scores to the more experimental side of electronic music.
Organic, living, breathing sounds, from fearsome dark drones and to heavenly ethereal
spheres. Powered by the free Vienna Synchron Player.
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SPECIAL EDITION VOL 1 BUNDLE
SPECIAL EDITION VOL 2 BUNDLE
SPECIAL EDITION CORE BUNDLE
SPECIAL EDITION COMPLETE BUNDLE

Powered by Vienna Instruments Player
The Vienna Instruments Collections are based on our easy-to-use Vienna Instruments
software player and include all instruments and ensembles that were recorded over
a span of 15 years in the relatively dry environment of our Silent Stage. With our
reverberation software Vienna MIR Pro and the optional RoomPack 6 you may enrich
these instruments and ensembles with the exceptional ambience of one of the best
sounding scoring stages on the planet – Synchron Stage Vienna.

SOLO STRINGS I & II
CHAMBER STRINGS I & II
ORCHESTRAL STRINGS I & II
APPASSIONATA STRINGS I & II
VIENNA DIMENSION STRINGS I & II
HARPS
UPRIGHT BASS
CONCERT GUITAR
OVERDRIVE
WOODWINDS I & II
SPECIAL WOODWINDS
BRASS I & II
SPECIAL BRASS
VIENNA DIMENSION BRASS I & II
SAXOPHONES
RECORDERS
HISTORIC WINDS I – III

VIENNA IMPERIAL
KONZERTHAUS ORGAN
SPECIAL KEYBOARDS
BÖSENDORFER IMPERIAL
PERCUSSION
ELEMENTS
VIENNA JAZZ DRUMS
VIENNA CHOIR
SOPRANO CHOIR
VIENNA SOLO VOICES
VIENNA WHISTLER

Powered by Vienna Synchron Player

SYNCHRON library products combine extraordinary musicianship, engineering and
recording technology with the exceptional acoustics of Synchron Stage Vienna’s 540 m2
(5,813 sq.ft.) main hall. Played by members of the Synchron Stage Orchestra and
captured with multiple mic positions, the recordings bloom with the warm, luscious
ambience of one of the best scoring stages on the planet. The free included
Synchron Player incorporates the most powerful sample playback engine on the
market, featuring unprecedented streaming performance while providing a new level
of ease-of-use.

SYNCHRON STRINGS I
SYNCHRON F X STRINGS I
YAMAHA CF X CONCERT GRAND
SYNCHRON CONCERT D-274
SYNCHRON PERCUSSION I
SYNCHRON POWER DRUMS
SYNCHRON-ized libraries contain re-edited Vienna Instruments samples recorded at
Silent Stage that were customized and mapped for the all-new Vienna Synchron
Player. By adding the Synchron Stage ambience provided by a specifically designed
integrated convolution reverb in real-time, SYNCHRON-ized libraries perfectly blend
with any other product in the Synchron Series, resulting in a production-ready sound
“out of the box”.

SYNCHRON-IZED CHAMBER STRINGS
SYNCHRON-IZED APPASSIONATA STRINGS
SYNCHRON-IZED DIMENSION BRASS I & II

VIENNA INSTRUMENTS PRO

VIENNA ENSEMBLE PRO

The advanced version of our proprietary sample player for the VI Series includes
extended features, such as polyphonic legato, auto-voice routing, enveloped time
stretching, auto humanization, adjustable tuning scales, as well as an integrated
auto-playback and pattern sequencer. With the free Remote App you may use your
tablet as a real-time MIDI controller.

The free Vienna Ensemble mixing and host software is automatically installed with
every library product of our VI Series. The Pro version offers additional 3rd party
VST and AU plug-in hosting with full parameter automation, MIDI and audio over
LAN, full ITU surround support as well as a freeze channel option by unloading all
plug-ins. Free 9 GB “Epic Orchestra” sample pack included! AU/VST/VST3/AAX
Native/MAS plug-in or stand-alone.

With five optional MIRx convolution reverb extensions you may integrate the stunning
acoustics of renowned churches, concert halls and sound stages directly into the
software. AU/VST/VST3/AAX Native plug-in or stand-alone.

VIENNA MIR PRO

VIENNA SUITE PRO
14 high-end audio processing tools for mixing and mastering, with hundreds of customized
presets for our instruments and ensembles. Supports stereo and up to 12.2
surround formats. VST, VST3, AU, AAX Native plug-in.

Vienna MIR Pro is a holistic mixing and reverberation engine based on our revolutionary Multi Impulse Response convolution. It offers an entirely new spatial concept,
allowing the user to interact with the players more like a conductor than an engineer.
Get rid of two-dimensional faders and pan pots – simply use the innovative MIR
Control Icon and place your instruments on the stage. In fact, any audio signal, e.g.,
singers or guitars, can be processed and delivered in stereo, or in various surround
formats on up to eight output channels. You may select your acoustic spaces from six
available RoomPacks, including the Synchron Stage. AU/VST/AAX Native/RTAS plug-in.

“

–Ludwig Göransson (Black Panther, Venom) – Vienna Ensemble Pro
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”

Since I began my scoring career, Vienna Ensemble Pro has been an integral
part of my setup. VE Pro is so tied to my workflow, that I wouldn't want to
attempt to compose without it.
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”

–Jordan Rudess (Dream Theater) – Vienna Smart Orchestra

”

The Synchron Yamaha CFX is an incredibly dynamic, brilliantly recorded
piano. Its inspiring sound makes it a joy to write with.

“

–Ramin Djawadi (Game Of Thrones, Westworld, Iron Man, Pacific Rim) – Yamaha CFX

”

The sounds coming out of Synchron make the hairs stand up
on the back of your neck.

–Rolfe Kent (Up in the Air, Downsizing, Legally Blonde) – FX Strings
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“

“

Improvising on my first try with the Vienna Symphonic Library Smart
Orchestra instrument. It’s absolutely awesome and I’m loving playing it!

